You've never read a book like this before!

No one else would have dared write it... and no one else could have written it. It's the anatomy of a college class... a panaramontage of alumni in undress... a wide-eyed, barefaced tale of heroes and heroics, of villains and fools and humans.

And let's not forget the women, those lush and amiable ladies (some were neither) who helped or dragged the men along. You'll enjoy their antics or puzzle over their ethics as much as their men did.

This is a total book about college grads... nothing is left unsaid, nothing could be more outspoken. It's a unique story... jampacked with laughs and thrills and tragic moments. There's nothing sober or conventional about it.

You'll recognize everyone of these men—you've met them, worked with them, envied them, admired them, hated them, learned to avoid them, or have always wanted to know them better. Here they are—all sixty of them—in all their grime and glory... a college class, twenty-five years after graduation, as pinned to the board by an uninhibited class secretary in revolt. It's a "just listen to this" kind of book. Everybody who reads it wants to quote it! Don't let your friends spoil it for you... get a copy of your own, now.

343 PAGES, $2.50

Three Opinions

John Kieran (who knows a thing or two and never hesitates to tell it): "I enjoyed it no end."

Tiffany Thayer (who has written many best-sellers himself): "There's enough swell material here for a dozen novels. Smith sure packs a lot of story into 343 pages!"

Virginia Kirkus (who is paid by booksellers to tell them what good books to buy): "Here is the book on 'men we have known'. Should go by word of mouth... everyone who reads it has an overwhelming yen to share bits of it with any receptive listener, and immediately!"